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ABSTRACT 
We show the relationship between the graph representations and fractional 
representations for linear time-varying systems. For stabilizable systems a necessary 
and sufficient condition is given for the fractional representation obtained directly 
from the transfer matrix to be coprime. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Input-output stabilization of linear systems by feedback began, to all 
intents and purposes, with the seminal paper of Youla et al. which gave a 
fractional linear parametrization of all stabilizing feedback controllers of a 
given (possibly unstable) linear time-invariant finite-dimensional plant [7]. 
It was shown in [S] that the ideas presented there are algebraic in nature 
and that the same formulas hold in any ring, provided that the plant 
considered has factorizations, the elements of which satisfy Bezout equations. 
In particular one can describe a stabilization theory for linear time-varying 
systems on this basis, and this was done in [4]. However, it was not clear that 
this was the right approach to stabilization for time-varying systems, especially 
since the existence of the required factorizations was not easily verifiable. The 
recent result of Dale and Smith [2], h s owing that the existence of such 
factorizations is not only sufficient but also necessary for stabilizing, has made 
it completely clear that the factorization approach is the only appropriate one 
for the theory of stabilization of linear time-varying systems (at least in the 
discrete-time case). 
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Among the ideas introduced for linear time-invariant systems by 
Vidyasagar [6] is relating a fractional representation of a linear system to a 
subspace, the graph of the system, and obtaining this graph as the range of a 
2 X 1 matrix whose entries are the denominator and numerator appearing in 
the fractional representation. This approach is particularly useful in the 
framework of linear time-varying systems, where operator ranges are more 
natural objects than fractional representations. Such an approach was used to 
great advantage in the work of Dale and Smith mentioned above. 
In this paper we study the relationship between these two representations 
and characterize all 2 X 1 matrices which represent linear systems. We then 
consider the representation of a stabilizable plant L obtained from the 
transfer matrix of the feedback systems constructed to stabilize L and 
consider when such a representation is coprime. We show that this is the case 
if and only if the compensator used to stabilize L is itself stable. This 
generalizes the result of Vidyasagar [6] to time-varying systems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let h2 denote the Hilbert sequence space 
The x1’s can be scalars or vectors in C”. The dimension (as long as it is finite) 
doesn’t matter. hi, the extended space for h2, is the space of all complex 
sequences {(x0, xi,. . . > : xi E Cn}. The truncation projections on h2 (and 
ht) are denoted and defined by 
PJX,, x1 )...) x,, x,+1, . ..> = (x0, x1 ,..., x,,o,o, . ..>. 
The following definition is a special case of Definition 3.1 of [5]. The 
motivation behind this definition is given there. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A linear system is a lower triangular infinite com- 
plex matrix A which defines a linear transformation on ht by matrix 
multiplication. 
The set 9 of linear systems is an algebra with the standard operations of 
addition and multiplication. In this algebra we distinguish the stable systems 
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as follows: For A ~9, denote by 9(A) (or just 9) the linear manifold 
{x E h2 : AX E IL’). These are the finite-energy inputs which produce finite- 
energy outputs. It is possible that 9(A) consists of the zero vector alone. In 
any case the graph of A denoted G(A) = {(x, Ax) : x ~9) is a linear 
submanifold of the Hilbert space h2 CB h’. 
THEOREM 2.2. For A ~9, G(A) is a closed subspace of h2 03 h2. 
Proof. Since h2 is a separable space, it is sufficient to show that any 
vector (x, y) which is the norm limit of a sequence 1(x,, Ax,)) E G(A) is 
also in G(A). Equivalently, if x, +x and Ax,+y then x~9 and 
y = Ax. Note that for all k, Pk A = Pk AI’, is a bounded linear operator on 
h2. Thus, since x, + x, Pk Ax, -+ Pk Ax. Also, since Ax, -+ y, Pk Ax, + Pk y. 
Since Pk + Z strongly, this implies that Ax E h2 and Ax = y. w 
DEFINITION 2.3. A EL? is stable if Ah, C h,. 
Theorem 2.2 says that A ~9 is a closed operator on h2. Combining this 
fact with the classical closed-graph theorem gives that A is stable if and only 
if A defines a bounded operator on h2. The stable systems can therefore be 
identified with the lower triangular matrices which define bounded operators 
on h2. These also form an algebra, which we will denote as g. 
For the study of feedback systems the invertibility property of elements of 
_.Y and % is important. Invertibility on 9 is a purely algebraic property: 
A ~9 is invertible if and only if it has no singular elements on its diagonal. 
Equivalently, A is invertible in 9 if and only if P, AP,, acting on P, h2 is 
invertible. This condition is of course necessary for A E % to be invertible, 
but is not sufficient. In addition it is required that ll( P, AP,)-‘II be uniformly 
bounded. 
The range of an operator A on a Hilbert space will be denoted by R(A). 
3. STABILIZATION AND STRONG REPRESENTATIONS: 
Consider L ~9 with graph G(L) c h2 @ h2. We will relate to G(L) as 
the range of the operator 
[ 1 ; :La +h2@h2. 
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The inverse graph Gml(L> is the range of 
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A standard feedback system with plant L and compensator C (with L, C ~22) 
will be denoted by the pair {L, C} and associated with the closed-loop system 
equations 
[ 
Ul 
uz :I=[: 51 
where the matrix L 
1 I yI defines a linear transformation from g(L) @g_(C) 
into h2 CTS h2. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The closed-loop system {L, C} is stable if 
has a bounded inverse defined on h2 CB h2. 
This inverse is easily computed. It is given by the operator matrix 
R= (l+cL)-’ 
[ 
c(z+Lc)-’ 
L( z + cL)p I -(I+ LC)_l ’ 
and the stability assumption gives that all four entries are in %Y. 
It is an immediate consequence of this fact that the operators 
P,= I, [ I[( z+ cL)-l),c(z+Lc)-l], 
P, = 
[ I[ 
“I L(Z + CL)_'), -(I + Lc)-'] 
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belong to g and satisfy 
It was pointed out in [2] that P, is the parallel projection operator onto 
G(L) along GPl(-C> and therefore that P: = P,. Also, P, is the parallel 
projection operator onto G-‘( -C) along G(L) and Pt = P,. 
These facts motivate the following definitions [2]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. L E_E? has a right representation E if 
1 1 
M,NEZ? such that G(L) = R E 
([ I) . 
The right representation is a strong right representation if there exist 
X,YE@? suchthat [X,Y] 
L hcs ,a lef representation [ - i’?, $1 if k, I?? E 59 and G(L) = 
Kel([ - N, M I). The left representation is a strong left representation if there 
exists 
i,r^EiF such that 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf {L, C} is stable, then L (and C) has tight and left 
representations. 
Proof. Verify that 
Similar formulae can be written for G(C). n 
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However, a nonstabilizable system may have right and left representations. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let L be the lower triangular infinite matrix with zeros 
everywhere except on its first subdiagonal and with [ Lli, i_ 1 = i. Then L is 
not stabilizable. For, if C ~9, then CL is strictly lower triangular, since L 
is. Thus Z + CL has Z as its main diagonal. (I + CL)-’ thus exists in 9 and 
has Z on its main diagonal. Then L(Z + CL)-’ is strictly lower triangular 
with the same first subdiagonal as L. It therefore can’t be bounded. 
However, L has right and left representations. Take 
M=diag{l,+,+ ,... }, 
N = unilateral shift, 
G=diag{l,l,$,+ ,... }, 
I\j = N, 
and verify that 
G(L)=R ; 
ii 11 
= Ker([ -P?, $1). 
The main result of [2] is that stabilizability is equivalent to the existence of 
strong right and left representations. 
THEOREM 3.5 [2]. 
(i) If the closed-l oop system {L, C) is stable, then there exist M, N, X, Y, 
6, 2, Y^ E s?? such that 
(1) [‘::I and [-l\j, d] 
representations for L; 
(2) one has 
are, respectively, strong right and le$ 
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(ii)IfLELZ g is iven with strong left and right representations, then 
(1’) L is stabilizable; 
(2’) these representations can be chosen to satisfy (2). 
(3) C ~9 stabilizes L if and only if it has a strong right representation 
f -NQ 
[ 1 f +MQ 
and a strong lef representation [-(X + QA?)), Y - Qi?] for some 
Q E F. 
Part (ii) is, of course, just a reformulation of the Youla parametrization in 
terms of strong representations rather than the standard terminology of 
coprime factorization (see [6]). This raises the question of establishing the 
relationship between the two terminologies. This becomes clear from the 
following result, which is of interest in itself. 
Given a 2 X 1 matrix 
M 
[ 1 N with M,NE%? 
which satisfy the Bezout identity YM + XN = 1 for some X, Y E %‘, when is 
[ 1 t a strong right representation of some L E_F? Recall [l] that the pair 
M, N E %F satisfy the Bezout identity over F if and only if there exists E > 0 
such that for all n 2 0 and x E h2 
II PnM P”N 1 II x k 4IP"Xll. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose M, N E C9 satisfy the Bezout identity over SY. 
There exists L ~9 such that 
1 1 t is a strong right representation for L if and 
only if M is invertible in 2. 
Proof. Suppose M, N E % with M invertible in 9. Define L = NM-’ 
(matrix product). By Th eorem 2.2 the operator induced by L on h2 is closed. 
R M 
r[ 11 N c G(L). 
We show that these subspaces are in fact equal. 
Let QrI = P, CB P,, acting on h2 @ h2. Since t has a left inverse, 
[ I 
R M 
([ 11 N 
is closed. It suffices to show that 
QnG(L) = V,R([t]} forall n > 0. 
Since L, M, N are lower triangular, 
QnG(L) = 
i 
[;;y]:y W)} 
=i [ I 
pzL, :zEP,S(L) , n I 
since P, L = P,, LP,. Also, 
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Also, it is clear that 9(L) 19cM-‘) and therefore that 
QnR([;]) = {[;+pnh’}. 
Since M is invertible in 2, P, M = P,, MP, is invertible on P,,h2, and its 
inverse is just P, M-l. Thus, writing x = P,,M-1 y for some y E Pnh2, we 
have 
QP( [ ~1) = (I pnNpyM-ly] : Y E pnh2) 
= {[p;Ly]:Y -J+ 
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Thus 
Q,,G(L) GQ,,R([E]) hall n>O, 
and therefore they are equal, and so then are 
G( I,) and R . 
Now assume there exists L ~22 such that 
= G(L). 
Then, for each n, 
Q,“( [ ;I) = Q,G(L) = 
393 
Thus, for each n > 0, Q,,G( L) is the graph of the operator P,, L, and if its 
first row is zero, so is its second row. The same is therefore true for 
and thus, for all n 2 0, Ker P,,MP,, 5 Ker P,,NP,. 
Suppose P, x # 0 is in Ker P, MP,. Then P,, MP,, x = P,, NP, x = 0 and 
P,,x # 0. This contradicts the fact that 
PILM 
pn N I II x 2 EIIP,Xll. 
Thus Ker P, MP,, = (0) for all n > 0, and M is invertible in 2.5 n 
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REMARK 3.7. 
(1) We leave it to the reader to formulate the dual condition for a 1 x 2 
matrix to be a strong left representation for some L ~9. 
(2) A matrix 
M 
[ 1 N with M,NE%? 
can be a right representation for some L E_Y without M being invertible in 
9. Consider 
Then 
g(L) = (Z-P,)h’ and G(L) =R 
[[ Pg2# 
It is thus of interest to know when 
is a right representation of L ~9. The following result, whose proof is 
similar to that of Theorem 3.6, is left to the reader: 
THEOREM 3.8. Zf M, N E @‘, there exists L E_!? such that 
G(L)=R ; 
I I) 
if and only if 
(1) R 
([ I) F is closed; 
(2) Ker P, MP,, c Ker P,, NP, for all n > 0. 
Theorem 3.6 leads to a simple proof of Theorem 13 of [2]. 
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THEOREM 3.9. Suppose L l 2 has a strong right representation t . [I 
Then any other strong right representation of L is of the form 
with S invertible in %?. 
Proof. Suppose 
[ 1 3 
[El and [t:] 
represent L. Then M and M, are invertible in 9. Define S = ML1 M. Then 
M,S = M and N,S = N,M[‘M = LM = NM-lM = N. Thus it remains to 
be show that S is in 9 and is invertible. 
Since z: 
I 1 is a strong representation of L, there exist X,, Y, with 
Y,M, + X,N, = I. Then 
S = M;‘M = (YIM, + XIN,)M,‘M 
= Y,M, + XIN,M,lM 
= Y,M, + X,LM 
= Y,M, + X,NM-‘M 
= Y,M, + X,N E %7. 
In the same way it is show that S-l = M-lMM, E i?. n 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
We have seen that if L ~2 is stabilizable and C ~2 stabilizes L, then 
the transfer matrix 
R= (z+cL)-l 
[ 
c(z+Lc)-’ 
L(Z + CL)_’ -(I + LC)_l 1 
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provides left and right representations for L and C. Here we consider the 
question: when are these representations strong? The answer is: if and only if 
C is stable. We begin with a preliminary result which is of interest in its own 
right. The notation is as in the previous 
THEOREM 4.1. L is stabilized by 
invertible (in 9). 
Proof. Suppose C E @Y stabilizes 
ZE%?‘~%-~ suchthat 
section. 
C E E’ if and only if LG + T?C is 
L. Then there exists Q E g and 
(by Theorem 3.9) . 
Then 
= (i?f - &?NQ)Z + (tiTt + i%fQjZ 
= (ii? + tii)Z + (-h?N + k)QZ 
On the other hand, if there exists C E 5~’ such that i6 = i’?C = Z is 
invertible, consider the matrix equation 
[; ;][;I = [$l. 
This has solution 
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or Q = (-X + YC)Z-I. Then 
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and the proof is complete. n 
There is a dual result for right representations. 
THEOREM 4.2. C E F stabilizes L if and only if M + CN is invertible 
(in %7?:). 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose C ~9 stabilizes L. Then [-(I + LC)-lL, 
(I + LC)- ’ ] is a strong left representation for L if and only if C E 9. 
Proof. Suppose {L, C} is stable. Then by Lemma 3.3, 
1 ( -L z + CL)_l, (I + LC)_‘] = [-( z + LC)_‘L,(Z + LC)_‘] 
is a left representation of L. We show that if C E ‘Z? then there exist 
A, B E g such that 
[-(I + LC)_‘L,(Z + LC)-q[;] = I. 
. ,. 
Now [ -N, M ] is a given strong left r&presentation for L. This implies 
[-@,A$] =o. 
Also, by the previous theorem 
is invertible. Therefore 
[p,iti][; T] = [o, -z] 
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and 
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[-I?, AZ] = [o, -z][; 
= z[ -(I + LC)_‘L,(Z + Lc)-‘1. 
Thus [ -Z-‘6,Z-1iG] = [-(I + LC)-‘L, (I + LC)-‘1. Since 
= Z and Z-l E 5?‘, 
we have 
[-(z+Lc)-lL,(z+Lc)-‘] ;; =z. 
[ I 
Take A= -?Z, B=qZ. 
For the converse suppose there exists A, B such that 
[-(z+LC)-‘L,(z+Lc)-‘][~] =I. 
We have noted that 
P2 = -zc [ I[ -(I + Lc)-k,(z + LC)_‘] 
is bounded. Therefore so is 
In particular C E E’. This completes the proof. 
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Again, we have a dual result for strong right representations. 
THEOREM 4.4. The matrix 
399 
is a strong right representation for L if and only if C E %7. 
REMARK 4.5. If L E_!Z is stabilizable by a stable system C E g, we say 
that L is strongly stabilizable. Thus Theorems 4.1, 4.2 give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for L to be strongly stabilizable. However, it ,wo$d be of 
interest to know conditions on L (or equivalently on M, N, M, N) which 
guarantee Ihe existence of such a C E @. These should generalize the 
condition in the finite-dimensional time-invariant case given in [6]. 
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